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Our Machines
Top loading
Front Loading
Twin Tub
Clothes Dryer

Fast
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Arrow Trust

We consider your trust in us as a supplier an important goal. It is always included in ourwork
on all levels and in all areas whether it is a question of cooperation, quality, deliveries or documentation. This
catalogue is of course a part of this work. With this catalogue, which features products
of our washing machine, we want to give you as a customer a general overview of what Arrow can offer within
this field. More detailed
information is available in our Online website at www.arrow.com.
Arrow strives to be a reliable supplier of quality products. We help our customers to focus on their own
business. Reliable deliveries give the customers greater possibilities to quickly complete a job, and move on
to the next project.
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Our machines

TOP FEATURES
Best-in-class Energy Efficiency
Now enjoy savings with each wash. Thanks to the latest EER certification, this Arrow semi-automatic
top-load washing machine ensures the best-in-class energy efficiency with moderate water consumption.
It offers up to 45% more energy savings (when compared to a 1-star rated washing machine) and 30% more
energy savings (when compared to a 2-star rated washing machine).

Deep Cleansing to Make Your Clothes Look Good as New
The 1350 RPM Turbo Pulsator Cycle ensures deep penetration of detergent to remove even the toughest
of stains and effectively eliminate germs, leaving your clothes looking good as new.

Removes Toughest of Stains
The InnoWash Turbo Pulsator technology enabled by the 6-fin drum and mini-jets simulate
a power-scrubbing motion which removes even the toughest of stains with gentle care.

Intelligent Wash Programs
It is equipped with 2 different intelligent wash programs to serve all your washing needs. Use Gentle Wash
for light loads, and Normal Wash for medium and hard loads like bed linens, and towels.
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Long Life
High-quality ABS material ensures long-lasting durability, making this machine moisture-proof
and rust-proof

Best-in-class Safety
Stay safe and secure with this IPX4 tested shock-proof machine. Tested under high-pressure water
jets to ensure that no water or moisture leaks in to the electric parts, making it absolutely safe for you
and your loved ones.

Powerful Motor
This machine has a 1350 RPM heavy-duty motor which is tested for endurance and engineered to
provide long and uninterrupted service.

Steady Performance During Voltage Fluctuations
This machine has been stress-tested continuously for up to 2500 hours at extreme voltage
fluctuations to ensure its stability under varying voltage conditions.

Tested for Saudi Conditions
This machine has been tested to withstand up to 90% humidity and extreme temperature
fluctuations ranging from -40°C to +80°C. It is uniquely qualified product.
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WE HAVE BEASTS not machines
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Not disturbing, be comfortable
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Top loading
Fully Automatic
Semi Automatic

Soft Closing Lid
Lid shuts gently hence protects hand from
unexpected injury and avoids any slam noise.

Power-Off Memory
Resumes washing cycle from the point it
stopped during a power failure.

Superior Aesthetics
6 colour option to ﬁt your interiors. Simple and
user friendly control panel for ease of use.

One-Touch Start
Based on the load added, machine will automatically
choose the right wash program at a press of a button.

Hot & Cold Water Inlet
Flexibility to choose between hot wash, cold wash or a
customised warm wash in accordance to the material
and colour of your clothing.

Magic Filter
Effectively gathers the lint and ﬂuff so your
laundry stays cleaner.
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Top loading

ARROW TOP LOADING FULLY AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINE, RO-15TLQ
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-15TLQ
Color: Gray
Capacity (Litre): 13Kg
Loading Type: Top load full automatic

Rolling

stepping

scrup

tumble

filtration

swing

ARROW FULLY AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINE 9KG GOLD & BLACK, RO-10TLB-G

Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-10TLB-G
Color: Black

Gold

Capacity (Litre): 9 Kg
Loading Type: Top Load - Fully Automatic

Rolling
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tumble

filtration

swing
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Front loading
Fully Automatic
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Product Range
Front loading

Big Vision, Let You Easily
Big control display

The Arrow washing machines comes with a big LED display. You can
easly stay in full control of a wide range of programs.

Better Cleaning More Caring
Unique snowflake Drum system

The snowflake shape durm design will give you better cleaning result,
as well as providing greater protection for your washing. More caring
for your clothes.

Beauty Details

Bling bling window design
Outside the door ring cover the bling bling window design, no dead
ends, no residue, no need to clean up, to prevent ordinary washing
mashine common water, rest mildew and other issues. to the details
of beauty, enough to conquer the times.
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Front loading

ARROW FULLY AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINE 7KG WHITE, RO-07GF
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-07GF
Color: White
Capacity (Litre): 7Kg
Loading Type: Front load Fully Automatic Washing Machine

Rolling

stepping

scrup

tumble

filtration

swing

ARROW FULLY AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINE 8KG WHITE, RO-08GF
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-08GF
Color: Silver

White

Capacity (Litre): 8Kg
Loading Type: Front load Fully Automatic Washing Machine

Rolling
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stepping

scrup

tumble

filtration

swing
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Front loading
ARROW FULLY AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINE 9KG SILVER, RO-09GFS
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-07GF
Color: White
Capacity (Litre): 7Kg
Loading Type: Front loading Fully Automatic Washing Machine

Rolling

stepping

scrup

tumble

filtration

swing

DESCRIPTION
Energy Efficiency
Child Lock
Intensive Wash
Anti-Vibration
Anti-Ironing
Time Delay
Power-Off Memorization
Drum Clean
Extra Rinse
Heavy Wash
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T5 Inverter
Mix Wash
Night Wash
Quick Wash
Anti-Bacteria
Intelligent Control with LED Display
High Spin Speed Steam Wash Streilize
Net/Gross Weight:58/62
Rated Volatage:220V/60Hz
Dimensions: 660x700x890mm
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Twin tub
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Product Range
Twin tub

It offers up to 45% more energy savings
(when compared to a 1-star rated washing
machine) and 30% more energy savings (when compared to a 2-star rated washing
machine). Deep Cleansing to Make Your Clothes Look Good as New The 1350 RPM
Turbo Pulsator Cycle ensures deep penetration of detergent to remove even the
toughest of stains and effectively eliminate germs, leaving your clothes looking

Removes Toughest of Stains
The InnoWash Turbo Pulsator technology enabled by the 6-fin drum and mini-jets
simulate a power-scrubbing motion which removes even the toughest of stains with
gentle care.

Intelligent Wash Programs
It is equipped with 2 different intelligent wash programs to serve all your washing needs.

Best-in-class Safety
Stay safe and secure with this IPX4 tested shock-proof machine.

Tested under high-pressure water
jets to ensure that no water or moisture leaks in to the electric parts, making it
absolutely safe for you and your loved ones. Powerful Motor This machine has a 1350
RPM heavy-duty motor which is tested for endurance and engineered to provide long
and uninterrupted service.

Twin tub

ARROW TWIN TUB WASHING MACHINE 4.5 KG , WHITE, RO-06TB
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-06TB
Color: White
Capacity (Litre): 4.5Kg
Loading Type : Top Load - Semi Automatic

Rolling

stepping

scrup

tumble

filtration

swing

ARROW TWIN TUB WASHING MACHINE 7 KG, WHITE - RO-07TB
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-07TB
Color: White
Capacity (Litre): 7 Kg
Loading Type : Top Load - Semi Automatic
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stepping

scrup

tumble

filtration

swing
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Twin tub

ARROW TWIN TUB WASHING MACHINE 9 KG , WHITE, RO-10TB
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-10TB
Color: White
Capacity (Litre): 9Kg
Loading Type : Top Load

Rolling

stepping

scrup

tumble

filtration

swing

ARROW TWIN TUB WASHING MACHINE 12 KG, WHITE - RO-12TB
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-12TB
Color: White
Capacity (Litre): 12 Kg
Loading Type : Top Load - Semi Automatic
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Clothes Dryer
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Product Range
Clothes dryer

Auto Dosing
Intelligent dosage for best results based on thload of laundry. there
is no need to add detergent every time, the auto dosing system can
store enough
liquid detergent and softener for up to 20 times.

Add Clothes During washing
Pause & Add fubcition

Just pressing the ‘‘start /pause’’, you can add clothes during washing
with out waiting for 2-3 min than the PTC lock, which more
convenience for your wash.

Beauty Details

Bling bling window design
Outside the door ring cover the bling bling window design, no dead
ends, no residue, no need to clean up, to prevent ordinary washing
mashine common water, rest mildew and other issues. to the details
of beauty, enough to conquer the times.
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Clothes Dryer
ARROW CLOTHES DRYER CONDENSER TYPE 8 KG, RO-08GDC
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-08GDC
Color: White
Capacity (Litre): 8Kg
Loading Type: Condenser dry

Rolling

stepping

scrup

tumble

filtration

swing

ARROW CLOTH DRYER 5KG, RO-06DRL
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-06DRL
Color: White
Capacity (Litre): 5Kg
Loading Type: tumble dryer

Rolling
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Clothes Dryer
Heat pump dryer

ARROW CLOTHES DRYER HEAT PUMP TYPE 8 KG, RO-08GDHS
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-08GDHS
Color: Silver
Capacity (Litre): 8Kg
Loading Type: Heat pump

Rolling

GentleCare

Gentle drying of delicate fabrics

stepping

scrup

tumble
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swing

Programming the start of the
drying cycle

ChildLock

Start of the drying process may be
programmed up to 24 hours in advance.
The clothes will be dried to the
previously set level of moisture and ready
to be stored in the cupboard or ironing
whenever is most convenient for you.

For additionall safety the control panel
can be locked by simply pressing a
button or combination of buttons

Dried at the right time
Specialized care of the most delicate
fabrics operates at a low temperature of
40 °C. A longer drying cycle is
entirely safe and reliable as it protects
your clothes from any deforming or
damage.

filtration

The door cannot be opened during
the drying cycle
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Features

Heat pump dryer

HeatPump with TwinAir
Revolutionary drying efficiency

All heat pump dryers boast high energy
efficiency. High end models rank in the
A+++ energy class, saving 50% of energy
compared to those in the A energy class.
Gorenje A+++ class dryer with a capacity
of 9 kg is unique in the market.
Optimized heat pump in one of the
largest drums in the world, with a
capacity of 120 litres, can easily deal with
major amounts of laundry.
This is also made possible by the
broader air channels. It also dries more
gently than conventional drying systems.
The temperature in the dryer is at the
ideal 50 °C to prevent from overdrying.

TwinAir

Evenly dried for simple ironing
Evenly dried laundry. Condenser dryers
with a heat pump boast a unique air
blowing system. During bi-directional
rotation, it allows evenly intensive
introduction of warm, dry air into the
drum through both air channels. The
path of the air is adjusted to the rotation
of the drum, providing a constant drying
intensity throughout the drying cycle.
Evenly distributed, the laundry will not
tangle and the final result will be perfect.
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Condensation efficiency class A

IonTech

Tumble dryers with A condensation efficiency class releases into living space 55 l
of water less per year, compared to
tumble dryers with B condensation
efficiency class.

In SensoCare dryers, air full of negatively
charged ions drys the laundry in a way
that considerably reduces creasing of
your clothes. The ionizer creates an
environment free of most allergens,
residues of smoke and pollen, and the
electrostatic charge accumulated
during the drying process. As a result, the
clothes have a better smell and they are
easier to iron.

Releases 55 l less water into living space

Let the humidity while drying your
clothes end up in the dryer - not your
home!

AutoDrain

No more manual emptying of the
condensate tank

Tackling the allergies with ions
Releases 55 l less water into living space

Drying small loads

Efficient drying of single garments

Condensation dryer with the AutoDrain
drain hose can be connected to your
drain system to do away with the need
for manual emptying of the condensate
tank.

Efficient drying of single garments
Gorenje dryers now allow to dry even one
garment at a time. The advantage of the
SmallLoad function is immediate drying
of the clothes you need, without waiting
for other clothes to be dried to pile up.

FiltrationSupreme

SensorIQ

Largest and most efficient filter on
the market
Gorenje has the most efficient filtering
system in the world, providing 40% more
efficient air filtering than conventional
systems. It includes a special 3D filter
installed before the condenser unit, a
filter on the dryer

Sensor technology for safe operation
Smart sensor technology automatically
controls the drying process according to
the selected programme, type of laundry,
and desired dryness of laundry. Efficient
sensor communication prevents any
errors and maintains the
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Dishwasher
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Dishwasher

Product Range

DEEP CLEAN SILVERWARE JETS

DEEP CLEAN SILVERWARE JETS

No matter how you load your silverware
basket, powerful jets blast away stuck-on
food for silverware that’s always spotless.

No matter how you load your silverware
basket, powerful jets blast away stuck-on
food for silverware that’s always spotless.

BOTTLE JETS

STAINLESS STEEL INTERIOR

Clean hard-to-reach areas inside tall
items with up to 4 dedicated jets
integrated into the upper rack that
shower water deep inside for the
ultimate clean.

Get a lustrous finish and lasting beauty
that resists stains and corrosion with a
full stainless steel interior.
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Dishwasher
Arrow Dishwasher Silver Color 8Kg, RO-14GDWS
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-14GDWS
Color: Stainless steel
Capacity (Litre): 8Kg
Installtion Type: Free standing

Tourch screen
Noise level (49)
Dimensions
600x600x845mm

Display/control: Mechanical with LED display
Programme and indication: Mechanical with LED display
List of programs: Eco/Intensive/1 hour/Light/Rapid/Pre-Rinse
Start delay (if yes): 1-24Hours

Drying efficiency class: A

Number of place setting: 14

3 in 1 function: YES

Arrow Dishwasher Silver Color 8Kg, RO-15GDWS-BT
Brand: ARROW
Model Number: RO-15GDWS-BT
Color: Stainless steel
Capacity (Litre): 8Kg
Installtion Type: Fully built in model

Tourch screen
Noise level (47)
Dimensions
596x580x815mm

Display/control: Mechanical with LED display
Programme and indication: Mechanical with LED display
List of programs: Eco/Intensive/1 hour/Light/Rapid/Pre-Rinse
Number of place setting: 15
3 in 1 function: YES
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